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Due to technological progress, holographic information (or interference patterns) can now be available through computer precalculation or captured by intensity recording devices. On the other hand, the resolution and response times of display devices are increasing such that the real-time holographic pattern can be shown on a display device. These technologies push the advent of "electronic holography." Generally speaking, electronic holography represents the capture and reproduction of 3-D holographic information through the use of electronic (or electronic-driven) devices. Three-dimensional holographic information can be captured by an O/E device or obtained through a computer. The 3-D object can then be reconstructed by using electro-, acousto-, or magneto-optics devices or computer peripherals.

This technique has significant impact on every field related to holographic applications, and will revolutionize the display and printing industry. In addition, it can also be used in metrology applications. Apparently, it will also be a key technique in the consumer market. The applications (with more on the way) of electronic holography include (a) 3-D display, movie, and printing; (b) real-time metrology and calibration; (c) real-time information processing and computing; and (d) microscopic applications.

Many researchers around the world are interested in this topic. Some promising research results appear in the annual conference on practical holography, which is sponsored by SPIE and chaired by Professor S. A. Benton. The purpose of this special section is thus to report the current status of this research area, highlight its possible research directions, and show its impact on our society.

Many invitations were sent to potential authors all over the world. Eleven proposals were received and six of them have been accepted for publication. The following is a brief description of these six papers. One paper deals with holographic bandwidth compression using spatial subsampling, while another paper is concerned with non-uniformly sampled computer-generated holograms. These two papers concentrate on the studies of holographic fringe patterns, and they use acousto-optics devices for reconstructing them. A third paper discusses improvements to electro-holographic display using liquid crystal devices to shorten the viewing distance with both-eye observation. They replace the acousto-optics device (used in the first two papers) by the liquid crystal device. Another paper studies twin-image noise in optical scanning holography, which generates holographic information by 2-D active optical scanning. One paper proposes a parallel exposure system for high-speed recording of full-parallax holographic stereograms. The authors solve the lengthy exposure problem in a full-parallax holographic stereogram. Also, in another paper, the authors propose a parallax images capture system for (holographic) stereographic display.

I am grateful to the authors who submitted their work to this special section. I also acknowledge the precious and timely comments from the anonymous reviewers to improve the quality of this special section. Finally, I offer many thanks to Dr. Brian J. Thompson for giving me this opportunity to serve the readers of Optical Engineering. The patience and kindly help of Dr. Thompson and his Optical Engineering staff during my editorial process was truly appreciated.
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